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Melbourne is Victoria's capital city and the
business, administrative, cultural and
recreational hub of the state. With a
combination of world-class dining, art
galleries, homegrown fashion and a packed
sports calendar, Melbourne is regarded as
one of the world’s most liveable city.
Melbourne’s retail and hospitality sectors are booming,
creating jobs, economic growth and a buzzing
international city.
Melbourne’s CBD is home to more than 19,000
businesses and caters for 854,000 people on a typical
weekday. Melbourne is the centre of the Australian retail
industry – an exciting mix of international designer brands,
flagship stores, local fashion retailers and world class
department stores including Australia’s first Debenhams
department store. The city has a reputation for style and
elegance while at the same time being fashion forward.
Melbourne offers a range of retail locations to suit a
variety of stores – with flourishing inner city shopping
strips and larger suburban shopping complexes,
accounting for 16% of all major shopping centres in
Australia. Melbourne's CBD has evolved as the preeminent shopping area in Australia and a destination for
global brands. The city centre has a wide variety of
modern retail complexes housing local and international
retailers, historic arcades, bustling laneways, a luxury
precinct and heritage-listed markets.
The City of Melbourne municipality covers 37.7 sqkm. It is
made up of the city centre and a number of inner suburbs,
each with its own distinctive character and with different
businesses, dwellings and communities living and working
there. Melbourne is home to the largest shopping centre in
the Southern Hemisphere, Chadstone Shopping Centre.
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MELBOURNE
KEY RETAIL STREETS & AREAS

BOURKE STREET MALL

SOUTHBANK

Bourke Street Mall is one of the major shopping hubs of
Melbourne. Bourke Street Mall has everything to keep the
most demanding fashionista happy, but even nonshoppers will find plenty to enjoy in one of Melbourne’s
most attractive and atmospheric shopping streets. David
Jones Department Store occupies three buildings and
Myer occupies nine stories of retail. Melbourne's 1864
postal building GPO has been stunningly refurbished to
secure Australia’s first H&M store, comprising 5,500 sqm
and currently sits in H&M’s top 10 stores globally. Bourke
Street Mall is also home to the likes of Zara, Swarovski,
Sunglass Hut, The Body Shop, Sportsgirl and Adidas.

Southbank is an inner urban neighbourhood of Melbourne,
1 km south of Melbourne’s CBD and dominated by highrise developments. It is one of the most densely populated
areas of Melbourne which includes Australia’s tallest
tower measured to its highest floor, the Eureka Tower. On
the southern bank of the Yarra River sits other retail
precincts including Southbank Promenade, Southgate
Restaurant and Shopping Precinct and the popular Crown
Casino entertainment precinct.

LITTLE BOURKE STREET AREA
Little Bourke Street is where Melbourne’s Chinatown is
located with alleys that link the area to Bourke Street and
Lonsdale Street. Chinatown Melbourne is the longest
continuous Chinese settlement in the western world. Little
Bourke Street is a bustling collection of Asian restaurants
and cafes mingled with an eclectic mix of Chinese run
businesses, car parks and building sites. With nearly 100
places to eat and drink in the area, there has been recent
revival from an influx of modern and cosmopolitan
regional cuisines from across Asia like Sichuan,
Shandong and Laos.
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COLLINS STREET
Collins Street is a major street in the centre of Melbourne
that has always been known as Australia’s Premier Street.
An eclectic collection of premium and luxury international
brands all have a significant presence on Collins Street. It
is known for its grand Victorian architecture, prestigious
boutiques and high-end retailers. Collins Street has
served as Melbourne's traditional main street since 1837.
The eastern end of Collins Street is known as the 'Paris
End' due to its numerous heritage buildings, shopping
boutiques and alfresco dining culture, The Paris End of
Collins Street is home to global luxury retailers such as
Hermes, Prada and Louis Vuitton. Collins Street is also
home to an array of hotels such as The Grand Hyatt,
Sofitel, The Westin and the soon to completed W Hotel
which all drive high occupancy levels through business
and tourist clientele. The western end of the street is
increasingly referred to as the 'New York End' due its
modern glass skyscrapers and history as the financial
heart of Melbourne - being home to various banks and
insurance companies.
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MELBOURNE
MARKET OVERVIEW
KEY AREAS/
STREETS/
SHOPPING CENTRES

CONSUMER
PROFILE

MAJOR RETAILERS
PRESENT

NEW
ENTRANTS

TYPICAL RENT
FOR 200 SQM
UNIT (A$)

RANGE OF
UNIT SIZES

Bourke Street Mall

Melbourne’s busiest retail area,
attracting a diverse range of
consumers from low to high end
fashion retailers. Office workers
and tourists shop here.

David Jones, Myer, H&M, Zara

H&M

A$5,000 - $7,000/
sqm/ year

100 - 2,000 sqm

Collins Street

Collins Street consumers are a
mix of both white collar workers
and tourists with shopping habits
across both premium & luxury
retail brands.

Hermes, Chanel, Prada, LV,
Burberry, Tiffany & Co, Gucci,
Coach

Cartier, Burberry, Coach,
TAG

A$3,500 - $5,000/
sqm/ year

100 - 500 sqm

Southbank

Southbank draws on residents,
corporate catchment & tourism
drawing from its hospitality,
leisure & entertainment offering.

Crown Casino

400 Gradi, Rosetta

A$2,000 - $3,000/
sqm/ year

100 - 1,500 sqm

Little Bourke Street

Local & international tourists.

Longrain, Shark Fin House,
Dragon Boat

Higher Ground, French
Saloon

A$2,000 - $2,500/
sqm/ year

100 - 400 sqm

Chadstone

South Eastern residents, local &
international tourists.

Zara, H&M, Uniqlo, Sephora,
Chanel, Gucci, Prada, Tiffany &
Co

Moncler, Sandro, H&M,
Uniqlo, Sephora,

A$2,000 - $3,500/
sqm/ year

100 - 400 sqm
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MELBOURNE
SHOPPING CENTRES
CHADSTONE SHOPPING CENTRE

MELBOURNE CENTRAL

Chadstone Shopping Centre is a super-regional shopping
centre located in the south-eastern suburbs of Melbourne.
Chadstone is the biggest shopping centre in Australia and
the biggest in the Southern Hemisphere.

Melbourne Central, is a large shopping centre, office, and
public transport hub and one of Melbourne’s premier
shopping experiences. With approximately 52 millions
passengers passing through the connected Melbourne
Central train station annually, Melbourne Central is a
shopping and food mecca with a number of popular stores
under the one roof. Fashion and accessories stores
include Bardot, Colette, Converse, Country Road, Foot
Locker, Gap, Mimco, Nike, RM Williams and JD Sports to
name a few. Beauty stores include MAC, Sephora,
Napoleon Perdis, Priceline and Mecca Maxima. In terms
of entertainment, you'll also find Hoyts Cinema and Strike
Bowling Bar in the centre.

The centre contains 129,924 sqm of shop floor space,
about 530 stores and more than 9,300 free car parking
spaces. It has as many as 68,000 visitors on its busiest
trading days and attracts about 400,000 tourists a year
from interstate and 200,000 from overseas. Sales at the
centre exceed $1.4 billion—the highest turnover of all
Australian shopping centres—and it has more than 20
million visitors annually.
The centre, also known colloquially as "Chaddy", boasts
major anchor stores such as the Myer and David Jones
department stores, H&M, Uniqlo, Sephora, Zara and more
than 500 specialty stores, of which the majority are
fashion-related, including numerous high-end labels. With
the opening of the new state-of-the-art HOYTS Cinema
Complex, the new Dining Terrace, and Food Central,
Chadstone is now home to some of Australia’s renowned
eateries to become the ‘experience’ capital.
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EMPORIUM
Emporium, a brand new world-class shopping destination
over seven levels in the heart of Melbourne’s CBD, has
enhanced the city’s reputation as Australia’s centre of
style. Representing the largest retail development to be
delivered in the Melbourne CBD for more than a century,
Emporium Melbourne is a reimagined modern day
shopping mecca that comprises over 46,000 sqm of retail
space – equivalent in size to six football fields.
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MELBOURNE
SHOPPING CENTRES
WESTFIELD DONCASTER

HIGHPOINT

Westfield Doncaster is a modern super regional shopping
centre and the prime shopping and entertainment
destination for the north eastern suburbs of Melbourne,
located 15km east of Melbourne CBD.

Highpoint Shopping Centre is a super-regional shopping
centre located in Maribyrnong, Victoria, in the western
suburbs of Melbourne, Victoria and is the fourth largest
shopping centre in Australia. The centre has 500 stores
including a four-level Myer department store, a two-level
David Jones department store, Harris Scarfe, Target, Big
W, Zara, UNIQLO, Sephora, Woolworths supermarket,
Best & Less, Toys R Us, JB Hi-Fi and Hoyts cinemas and
a Digital IMAX theatre.

Westfield Doncaster is anchored by Big W, Coles, David
Jones, Myer, Target and Woolworths and the Centre has
an extensive leisure and food offering including a cinema,
gym, food court and cafes.
The redeveloped Westfield Doncaster was officially
opened in October 2008. The transformation increased
the total retail space to around 120,000 sqm with
approximately 420 stores. Westfield also features a stateof-the-art Village Cinemas multi-screen complex, including
Gold Class cinemas and VMax screens.
New restaurants and a larger food court give diners two
levels sweeping views of the skyline towards the city. The
revitalised Westfield Doncaster introduces a new era in
retail sophistication in Australia and is the centrepiece of
commercial and retail activity in the heart of Doncaster
Hill.

In 2011 Highpoint underwent a two-year $300 million twostage redevelopment which added 100 new stores.
Highpoint is Victoria's second largest shopping centre and
the third largest in Australia boasting 500 stores, with an
annual turnover of $778 million and over 15 million
shoppers visiting each year.
It is the largest shopping centre serving Melbourne's
western and north western suburbs, an area with a
population of at least half a million people.

Westfield Doncaster is the flagship centre in Victoria,
joining premium centres at Bondi Junction in Sydney,
Century City in Los Angeles, the San Francisco Centre
and Westfield London.
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MELBOURNE
SHOPPING CENTRES
QV

ROYAL ARCADE

QV is one of the most popular precincts in Melbourne
CBD for business, restaurants and some of Melbourne’s
finest retail stores. The QV precinct occupies an entire city
block and is characterised by an open-air design with 120
stores running down its laneways. Located on the corner
of Lonsdale Street and Swanston Street in the CBD, QV
houses a range of speciality and retail stores including
Harvey Norman, Domayne, Big W, Dan Murphy's,
Officeworks, Woolworths, and more.

The Royal Arcade, is a historic shopping arcade in the
CBD of Melbourne. Opened in 1870, it is the oldest
surviving arcade in Australia, known for its elegant lightfilled interior, and the large carved mythic figures of Gog
and Magog flanking the southern entry. Along with
Melbourne's other historic arcade, the Block Arcade, it is a
tourist icon of Melbourne, and part of the network of lanes
and arcades in the central shopping area of the city. The
arcade is listed on the Victorian Heritage Register, and by
the National Trust, and Melbourne's Golden Mile heritage
walk runs through the arcade. Connecting Bourke Street
Mall, Elizabeth Street and Little Collins Street, this ornate,
heritage-listed arcade hosts a range of popular boutiques,
cafes and specialty stores.

ST. COLLINS LANE
St. Collins Lane, is Melbourne’s 5th Avenue in New York.
Located at the heart of Melbourne’s most fashionable
street where premium style meets urban cool near
Melbourne’s famous laneway and designer culture. St
Collins Lane offers a retail footprint of approx. 9,500 sqm
and is now home to Australia’s first Debenhams
department store.
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MELBOURNE
FOOD & BEVERAGE

Melbourne is the culinary capital of
Australia and a food lovers dream with a
wide range of offerings and various
cuisines. Melbourne’s newest restaurants
have become more innovative, forwardthinking and experimental than ever. They
have defied traditional fine dining, turning
small dinner clubs into full-blown
establishments.

Melbourne’s attraction is built on more casual (often
cooler, more fun) places to eat, as well as a dizzying
collection of bars and great cafes. Melbourne’s casual
Asian cuisine has also strengthened the city’s mid-priced
credentials with the queues for Chin Chin, Lucy Liu,
Uncle, Tonka, Saigon Sally, Supernormal, Lee Ho Fook
and the upcoming Melbourne offshoot of Sydney’s Toko.
Melbourne now has more than its share of single-originobsessed baristas pulling great coffee, mould-breaking
cafes, and an excellent small-bar scene.

Melbourne’s Attica was the only Australian restaurant that
made it as the world’s 50 best restaurant list (at 32 in
2013 & 2014). The international attraction of Melbourne to
chefs keen to spread their wings is another way to gauge
their culinary standing. Culinary superstars Nobu and
Heston Blumenthal (with the temporary Fat Duck
relocation and its imminent replacement by world’s 50
best’s no. 7-ranked dinner by Heston Blumenthal) both
chose to open their first Australian restaurants at the
crown casino complex in Melbourne.

10 of the best new restaurants to open in Melbourne in
2016, ranging from a bakery with queues out the door to
the venture by an established name as rated by The Age
Good Food Guide 2017 are Bar Liberty, Embla, French
Saloon, Heartbreaker, Higher Gound, Igni, Lune
Croissanterie, Marion, Oter and Soi 38.
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MELBOURNE
FOOD & BEVERAGE MARKET OVERVIEW
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KEY AREAS

CONSUMER PROFILE

FOOD & BEVERAGE
OPERATORS

RENT FOR 350
SQM UNIT

Flinders Lane

Regarded as the number one
restaurant strip in Melbourne,
attracting consumers both local,
national & international as well
as all the best chefs from around
the world.

Chin Chin, Lee Ho Fook,
Coda, Press Club, Cumulus,
Garden State Hotel,
Supernormal, MoVida

A$800-$1,500

Bourke Street

Iconic for all the institutional
restaurants and was the orginal
strip for high end restaurants.

Bottega, +39 Pizzeria,
Heirloom, Grossi Florentino,
MoVida Aqui

A$600-$800

Southbank

Mix of tourists, corporate and
local residents. Southbank is
lined with bars, restaurants &
entertainment.

The Merrywell Restaurant &
Bar, Spice Temple,
Rockpool Bar & Grill, The
Left Bank, The Atlantic,
Nobu.

A$2,000-$2,500

Chinatown

Attracts tourists, local residents
and weighted towards the Asian
demographic. Known as one of
the busiest restaurant precinct
within the CBD.

Dragon Boat, Flower Drum,
Bamboo House, Tea House
at China Town, China Red,
ShanDong MaMa, Juicy Bao

A$1,500-$2,000
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WE ARE

LEADING
MATT HUDSON
National Director | Head of Retail Leasing
Cushman & Wakefield AU
Level 22, 1 O’Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: +61 (2) 9224 8023
Mob: +61 404 001 166
Matt.hudson@cushwake.com

INNOVATING

TRUSTED
EXPERTS
ONE TEAM
CLIENT FIRST
CREATING OPPORTUNITIES

GLOBAL
No warranty or representation, express or implied, is made to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained herein, and the same is submitted
subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other conditions, withdrawal
without notice, and to any special listing conditions imposed by our principals.
© 2018 Cushman & Wakefield LLP. All rights reserved.
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